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Aim

During the third wave of the 

covid-19 pandemic, hospital 

management cancelled all 

outpatient clinics. After 

discussion with the 

gastroenterology consultants, 

the advanced nurse 

practitioner (ANP) conducted 

review of the inflammatory 

bowel disease (IBD) 

outpatients for a defined 

period. 

• To quantify the number of 

outpatient clinic 

appointments prevented 

from cancellation. 

• To assess outcomes from 

ANP-led virtual clinic

3 gastroenterology clinics are 

held weekly. The ANP 

identified the IBD patients due 

to attend using the letters on 

the online dictation service 

(TPRO) and records of 

patients maintained by the 

service. From there the 

patients were telephoned for a 

virtual consultation. We then 

audited the outcomes from 

these interactions. 

• In total 336 patients were 

phoned over a two month 

period (Jan, Feb 2021).

• Of these, 215 were 

managed with ANP clinical  

management

• The other 121 (36%) were 

discussed with the 

consultant. 

• Reasons for consultant 

discussion included:

• decision to start or 

switch biologic agent

• decision regarding dual-

biologic therapy 

• complex cases

• comorbidities 

These were outside the 

scope of practice of the 

ANP.

• 336 clinic appointments were 

prevented from being 

cancelled.

• This ensured ongoing safe 

care and prevented a future 

backlog and potentially 

additional hospital 

attendances.

• It also demonstrates the 

benefit of virtual clinics, 

allowing us to increase access 

to face- face clinic 

appointments clinics for the 

complex IBD patients.

• This maintained the usual 

standard of IBD care during a 

challenging time.

•

• ANP-led clinics are a safe and 

acceptable way to manage 

IBD and this could potentially 

be expanded in future. 

• Virtual clinics are a feasible 

alternative to the traditional 

model of outpatient care 
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